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Introduction: 
 

 Matthew 28:18-20 
 What will you choose, Faith or Fear?  
 Greek – Pistis … English – Faith … “To believe to the extent of complete trust and reliance … 

To have complete confidence.” 
 Greek – Phobeo … English – Fear … “To be afraid … Fear/Terror … To be frightened.”    
 Matthew 5:16 
 Hebrews 11:1-2 
 Hebrews 11:7 
 Genesis 6:5-9 
 Hebrew – Tamim (Ta-Mem) … English – Blameless … “Unscathed … Without Fault … Honest 

… Devout.” 
_____________________________________________________________________  

 
1. Consider the Cultural Pressure:  

a. Genesis 6:5 
b. Genesis 6:11-13 
c. Considering the passages that we just read, Noah and his family must have felt 

tremendous pressure to conform to society. 
d. Romans 8:31 
e. Proverbs 14:12 
f. Proverbs 16:18 
g. Judges 17:6 
h. Well, even living with all the temptation, the Cultural Pressure of all those around him, 

Noah chooses FAITH. 
i. Matthew 28:18-20 
j. We know what Noah did. BUT, what about you? … What will you choose, FAITH … 

OR … FEAR? 
 

2. Consider the Unusual Instructions:  
a. Genesis 6:14-21 
b. Genesis 2:5-6 
c. These instructions for Noah would have been a bit overwhelming for two reasons: 

i. To do what it takes to save Noah, his family and his friends, if they will listen.  
1. It is easy to be a “Sayer” of faith … BUT … You also need to be a 

“Doer” of faith as well. 
2. James 1:22-25 

ii. What if they don’t believe him?  
1. I have had conversations before when people say, “It is hard being a 

Christian, because we are so different than the rest of the world.  
2. Romans 12:1-2 
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d. The world is screaming: “Shut-Up!” … “Keep your Bible, Your Morals, and Your Jesus 
to yourself!” They tell you this to intimidate you, to instill FEAR in you so you will 
decide to not share the TRUTH. 

e. Matthew 28:18-20 
f. We know what Noah did. BUT, what about you? … What will you choose, FAITH … 

OR … FEAR? 
 

3. Consider Noah’s Response:  
a. Genesis 6:22 
b. Genesis 7:5 
c. Noah Heard the Word of God. 
d. Noah believed what the Lord said.  
e. Noah refused to allow cultural intimidation and fear to stop him.  
f. 1st Peter 3:18-22 
g. The world is screaming: “Shut-Up!” … “Keep your Bible, Your Morals, and Your Jesus 

to yourself!” They tell you this to intimidate you, to instill FEAR in you so you will 
decide to not share the TRUTH. 

h. Matthew 28:18-20 
i. We know what Noah did. BUT, what about you? … What will you choose, FAITH … 

OR … FEAR? 


